ABOUT
ANGELINA BAKERY
About Angelina Bakery

Italian bakery business group based in Manhattan, New York

Operating direct stores, franchises, and real estate based on its own baking kitchen factory
ABOUT ANGELINA BAKERY

01 Featured by major press in NY

02 Became a symbol of traditional Italian bakery in NY. Shared the taste of Italian grandmother’s recipe to the public including bombolone, cornetto, focaccia, and pizza.

03 Became a must-visit place in NY after 4 years of opening

04 No.1 on all online platforms
A gem planted in the hustle of Midtown, Angelina Bakery on 8th avenue is the original location of the bakery. The logo mark is the silhouette of Angelina, Tony Park’s daughter whom he dedicated and named the bakery after. As the first Asian-inspired Italian bakery in New York City, Angelina Bakery serves exceptional baked goods transformed from recipes passed down through generations within the family. Among the innovative specialties Angelina Bakery has to offer is their iconic bombolone (Italy’s response to the donut), which started a craze among New Yorkers and tourists alike.

**OPENING HOURS**

**SUN – TUE** 7:30 AM - 10:00 PM  
**WED – SAT** 7:30 AM - 11:00 PM

**CONTACT**

212-687-7100
Angelina Bakery’s timeless classics are brought to life in a transparent laboratory for guests to admire in the production process. Menu items range from savory favorites including unique spinach and beet infused bread Sandwiches, Pizzas and the signature Cheese Focaccia, claimed by the New York Times that it’s “So nice, you’ll eat it twice.” Sweet treats include the remastered Bombolone donut made with lighter ingredients, the brioche x croissant hybrid Brissant™ as well as cakes and tarts. A customized Fiat 500 and an iconic Italian vespa co-branded with Angelina are also on display outside.

**OPENING HOURS**

SUN – THU  7:30 AM - 11:00 PM  
FRI – SAT  7:30 AM - 12:00 AM

**CONTACT**

212-518-1566
FROM SICILY WITH LOVE

Tony Park

- CEO of Angelina Bakery
- CEO of QB Hospitality
- CEO of PD Properties
- General Advisory on SPC Group’s US Entry and Franchise Contracts (2013)
- Advisory on Lotte Group’s acquiring Palace Hotel in Madison St, NY (2015)
- Advisory on KTB / Korea Pension Fund’s purchasing NY real estate
- Advisory on WeWork’s entry to Korea and brokerage to real estate
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Tony Brings Grandma’s Donuts To Time Square
Mar 28, 2019

Baking for Broadway
Dec 6, 2021

Cheese Focaccia So Nice, You’ll Eat It Twice
Mar 25, 2019

Italian Bakery Angelina Brings Traditional Treats To Midtown
Mar 27, 2019

Angelina Bakery To Launch Mobile App
Oct 19, 2021

Angelina Bakery Adds Summer-Inspired Items To Menu
Jul 27, 2021